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Imagine you’re living in a city with a creative impact onto society

Information’s for READERS:
Due to legal matters no “writer” is going to be named here. None wants to be identified. Some of
them I know personally. We had a symposium and ca. 50 writers from Leipzig cooperated. In case
you want to know more about a single writer I may help you to get into contact, if that writer should
be willing.
Information’s for WRITERS:
In case a writer wants to be named publicly, in the 2. edition this will be done. For that case please
send a short bio, with name, writer’s name, date of birth, your activities, and writing since, title of
your images and page here on CD. You may contact me anytime via the homepage or address of our
business.
Information’s for ALL:
1 Euro of each sold CD will directly go to an organisation promoting “legal walls” try-ing to create
space for writers` activities. This does´t only and necessarily means our “Park of Fame”. Don’t
hesitate to contact me, critique and information’s gladly accepted, write to: Koehl.58@email.com or
directly to our publishing business address.

The expression arise

FOREWORD: A. Thiel
imes had to come along certain innovative lines (technology) meaning the color filled spray cans
before something like “writing (American style)” was about to become a “social invention”.
Now,30 years later, looking back onto another 30 years also in sector “graffiti-prevention” we may
say all this “social idiocy” was nearly completeness useless, except and but for the aspect all this
absurd repression and “modern iconoclams” helped to create a $70 billion business in Sector “graffitias-commerce”. From removal, surface protesction (and the industrial) to hip-hop studies, fanzines and
books on the other and academic side, in between “The Law” and police.
A policeman from county of Saar in Germany (=Saarland) hit the nail: “Any spraycan emptied onto a
LEGAL WALL can’t be re-used to deface another wall”. In that context people always ask me: “If we
provided sufficient legal walls, would that successfully PREVENT other graffiti and writing?! to which I
have to reply, causing sour faces:” No, the more complex a society is and persons are marginalized
(one way or another) the more good causes exist that ask for graffiti to make them visible. And then I
explain: “Only young persons having/seeing futures, jobs, professional trainings and public supports
may then work so hard that at night they would be just deadbeat and having no will/power left to run
around writing onto walls”.
This illustrates the social background, and no wonder almost none ever tried to find out the causes of
the obvious inefficiency of “graffiti-prevention”. But how come may be hidden in certain “coded”
sentences (1.) and/or covered up elsewhere (2) in rare news that city of New York still has to clean a
lot of walls despite all the fary tales of “zero tolerance”.(3),and meanwhile ALL classes “spray”(4).
Meanwhile less and less things work properly in more and more societies, all initiatives may be
welcome, offering an appropriate “frame”, at low costs (compared for example with the 500 million
Euros graffiti-removal in Germany nowadays) where writers get a chance to work at their ease and
peace.
Long since it is known that today’s “writing” replaces previous forms of “rites du passages”(=
Transitional rites),where future adults have to stand tests and show their abilities also to function
under stress and execute difficult and even dangerous tasks. Cultural anthropology, psychology and
behaviour studies (human ethnology) offer the information’s on such matters from all countries and
times. During adolescence young people have to proof their abilities and daring to be accepted among
the grown ups. Even transgressions are accepted and even invited and necessary. And so we should
not wonder writers don’t stop about their activities, especially as other forms of transgressions, the
beating up of other cohorts has declined in general acceptance, and of course we do not cut off heads
any more. And not to forget the parters from the opposite sex carefully selecting the most daring. And
once a writer has one, you bet he and/or she will give you hell if you’re continually out of home on a
spraying spree. So no wonder around that time (age of 20-25) writing activities cease for very natural
causes. Bedside activities replace the outside tests.....(10) and all that is perfectly normal and even
global.
So we should welcome projects like that from Leipzig around the two men of http://www.moderngraffiti.com Hans Lothar Köhl and Oliver G. Caplikas, or that of the woodcutter Hedrik (aka “Hendoc”)
Docken from near city of Frankfurt and his also well known project “Schnitzing” (
http://www.schnitzing.de ) where lots of famous writers from all over the place pick up motored
chainsaws and they do 3-D-writing in wood very much resembling the art of the Haida. And not to
forget all those local “Halls of Fame” offering chances to writers willing to work there. It is to be
hoped that many communities are intelligent enough to accept such well-designed concepts and stop
throwing money out of their fiscal windows.
What I saw so far of “graffiti-prevention” and “anti-graffiti politics” do not even deserve that name. It
is just a FAQ... And no wonder, specialists with ideological spectacles CAN NOT solve the problems
they promise to solve. Which we should remember does not prevent the rise of a whole new industry.
Rather to the opposite.
They all earn a lot of money....So we may name that compared with their aims as “optimal
suboptimal” and if you would want to make a study exactly on that, write about either “graffiti
prevention” or “drug prevention”. In both fields you can be sure it WON`T WORK, just too much
money in it. But don’t say it out too loud... Of course all this only can and will be known to you if you
systematically screen the news and results over many years and exchange the available find among
your colleagues.

T

The proof that all this is mainly in vain being the many universities with their specified studies about
hip-hop, subcultures, graffiti and writing (in general and in specific),the churches, institutions, youth
groups up to ministries and even police inviting writers and their arts to decorate their rooms and/or
lecture about them. But not London being a questionable example (5) - all institutions asking for an
expertise being really willing to accept and/or publish the finds. Some prefer to stay “social idiots” and
claim their natural right “so stay uninformed” (6). Not all questions being “open questions” meaning
really wanting to know. Many only being “politics”= fake. Where experts are being abused as “useful
idiots”. In case you want to know it all, you find it here: 7.
And a complete “internet-textbook of graffiti-research” here: 8, with all you may need to know,
spanning 300 years of development. And what it all may be about: a preliminary defintion: 9
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Hyperlinks and more information’s over graffiti from Axel Thiel
1.:"Graffiti report", AT:
http://www.magistrates-association.org.uk/documents/youth%20courts/graffiti.htm 2003
2.: http://www.ny1.com/ny/TopStories/SubTopic/index.html?topicintid=1&subtopicintid (07-162003)
3.:"Economics",AT:
http://www.swcollege.com/bef/econ_news/graffiti.html 2003
5.:NUMRICH,N.:"Kunst, Kommunikation, Krawall?!",AT:
http://people.freenet.de/graffitiforschung.de/Tagessatz.pdf 2003
6.:THIEL,A.:"Ein Internet-Lehrbuch der Graffiti-Forschung",AT:
http://people.freenet.de/graffitiforschung.de/KSurl.htm 2003
4.:THIEL,A.:"Graffitipraevention in Deutschland, eine Bestandsaufnahme des Wandels",AT:
http://people.freenet.de/graffitiforschung.de/prev.htm 2003
7.:THIEL,A.:"Zero-Tolerance als "ideologische Krücke",AT:
http://users.aol.com/archive1/Z.html 1995
8.:THIEL,A.:"Graffiti-Projekte in Deutschland",AT:
http://users.aol.com/kasselthiel/Dproj2.html 1997
9.:THIEL,A.:"London:graffiti-prevention",AT:
http://people.freenet.de/graffitiforschung.de/LONDON.doc 2001
10.: THIEL, A.:"London Assembly, Graffiti in London, a critique“, AT:
http://people.freenet.de/graffitiforschung.de/london.htm 2002
11.: THIEL, A.:"Urban graffiti, the social background indicators“, AT:
http://people.freenet.de/graffitiforschung.de/LOND-ENVIR.htm 2003

INTRODUCTION
ocal “Park of Fame” is aimed to be (come) and help to create a deeper under-standing about

Lgraffiti/writing for society, and meant to bring this art from the “outside” into “inside”, to protect
and secure it for the future generation.

n 2000 I came to know and value graffiti of Leipzig, just by pure chance, like so often in life. Since

ithat moment my aim is to help graffiti/writing become socially acceptable and secure their survival.

Now we own 130 painted metal-sheets and ca. 10 000 photos, of legal as well unsolicited graffiti
from and around Leipzig. Now time is being ripe to publish them.
donate that to all those persons, that helped me to understand graffiti/writing, I can’t list all of them
but special thanks go out to;
Stev B., Nico T., Andre D., Marco W., Daniel A., Marcel MC, Basti, Lanic, Camel, Mibsen, Tomasz,
Andre K., Haase, Jogi, Felix, Oliver G. Caplikas for his standing and endurance, to my son Boris for his
keen eye cutting the material, the whole layout and to our Moni for her patience. Thanks also to Axel
Thiel and his hospitality visiting him at Kassel and his various tries to help understand aspects of
graffiti/writing. Without his information’s we would have missed such an exceptional wood-carving
artist like “Hendoc” (Hendrik) Docken and there “Daim”, that outstanding aerosol-artist. Maybe we
never would have had a chance to meet them, or if, only much later. Thanks also to the publisher
supporting our activities.
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Hans Lothar Köhl

Citation:
“I say what I think, and I say what I want to say. If I get accused and beat up for
that, I can’t help that. But none may prevent me to say, what I want”
Marshall Mathers ("Eminem")

Park of Fame
Revolts of signs, volume 1
I owe a vision a line of events and circumstances. In 2000, 11 years after the fall of “Berlin Wall”, I
found a vocation in Leipzig’s East.

GRAFFITI-AS-ART to be seen in PARK OF FAME
“Park of Fame” being a place with “sculptures” on 800 square-meters meaning metal-sheets, each of
2 meters high, that can be worked over by writers thus creating dynamic graffiti that can be salvaged
for future.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Partially owing to shape (not only to spray on “straight” walls).
Separate regions compare with others for example the planed
European.
Interchange from writer to writer at the symposiums.
Spreading the own name in a battle (the writer has the
copyright).
Each metal sheet is representative on both sides, durable and
every “Park
of Fame” have 380 m² surfaces at one’s disposal.

“Park of Fame” is meant to become a place where local young “sprayers” may leave realm of illegality
and pose a new challenge. That graffiti can be much more than “smearing” is already known. Since
we see a definite lack of spaces where you may work at your ease or these “legal walls” may be (for
various cause not acceptable) most writers must go into the “illegality”.

My experiences with the activists from Leipzig on behalf of graffiti are good.
Around our activities no unsolicited signs, tags etc. could be found.

any cities declined legal-walls activities of their previous types of graffiti-prevention. The local
council of Leipzig decreed an altered approach to prevent and combat illegal graffiti at the end of
2000.
Now, end of 2003 last “Wall of Fame” along Karl-Heine-Kanal was closed, creating an escalative
situation summing up to activities like “Meine Wand” (=my wall).

M

W
S

riting scene of Leipzig should keep in mind, our (legal) project at “Raschwitzerstr. 3” is accepted
by the city. Mr. Joerg Zimmermann, local graffiti-representative of Leipzig as well as police
helped a lot.

pare-space had to be created, especially for younger writers (“Schlaghosen” as they’re named
here) and they should come to recognize that such place (park of Fame) offer unique chances (if
accepted) and a possibility to spread your names, to create fame and face respect.

It started all with creating an URL for local Leipzig imitative “Phoenix Styles e. V.”
, guiding idea was “exchange good texts for graphics”.

y plans fort he multicultural “Projekt-Studio 45” in Leipzig-Plagwitz offered final impulse. On
two levels, each 625 square-meters, to create various spaces for diverse activities. Lower level
was meant to offer ample space, but with only few visitors giving a drab impression. Since I had
realized the creative potential of writers, I got the idea to have them write onto thin, large metalsheets, and use them to divide the space giving it unique character.

M

Sketches for partitions

hese sheets may change the space acting as a bar at different times and shape new environments.
Since then writers creativity and the multiplicity of their products never left my mind. I got
“hooked “

T

During creating “Studio 45”, and thanking fort he inspiration to local writers scene, I
started to create the project “Park of Fame”

ircumstances forced me to stop the multicultural project “Studio 45”. Then I met a new helping
hand from local scene. Together, since 2002, we persue goal to definitely create first “Park of
Fame” in Leipzig, which is without sponsoring and means a very stressy enterprise. So we only
and partially succeeded initiating the park. Wanting not to lose credibility I always refrained from
asking financial support from side of writers.

C

ince modern graffiti surfaced, lots of changes occurred. Some used writing to air protest; selfexpression and tension-reduction are known. Many writers desire to see their images secured for
future, wanting to end illegal writing and have alternative outlets. There’s a definite need for legal
walls.

S

and after their creation, the legal pieces act as “everyday art” type, to be shown in private
Aside
quarters as well as in shops. They need to be listed and catalogues crated to see them secured for
a future. It is high time to start exactly that, since too many already have been lost.

At openings of galleries this art will be shown to the public, thus giving artists a chance to present
themselves hoping for future sales/orders.

Illegal pieces on outside walls often being crossed by other writers or wall-owners having
them removed. Also industry invented color-systems preventing additional coloring of
them meaning more and more graffiti-writing just vanishing from cities.

ith additional space we offer writers new ways to work openly and freely, meaning a qualitative
approach, hard to do when in haze at night and in danger to get caught. In the long run a “Park
of Fame” also may help reduce illegal graffiti from public walls. Causing damage and high costs
also creating a bad image of writing in public. For some writers this maybe one additional “exit”.

W

he sheet-system of the symposium can mirror the (ever-changing) “spirit of times” and offers fast
and cheap reshaping. Important especially if used for the interior of shops etc.

T

ur first symposium took place at local “Kulturvilla Leipzig”. From 8th of June to 9th of September
2001 ca. 30 Leipzig writers saw a chance to show and exhibit their pieces from the previous.

O“Phoenix-Styles e. V”

Opening took place on 15th of June 2001 in this gallery.
No other and illegal graffiti were found around this building.

ext symposia are meant to become events of national interest, same sheets of metal will be
Noffered
as projection-screens. This might create compatible styles/pieces from Germany’s different
regions. We plan exhibit cities like Berlin, Hamburg, Düsseldorf, Dortmund, Bochum, Munich and
other, then also on European and later a global level/scale.

oday nobody in the society have had anything against thousands of Bruegel or Duerer picture, but
hundred thousands of sprayers; that’s not ok.
In the eighties however some“Aerosol-Artists” could their art shown in galleries. If you think to the
future, our metal-sheets will be hanged in space-ships.

T

O

E

n the long these graphics may also become an investment. We expect graffiti-as-art in few years
to have become an established art. Many artists may thus develop their styles further and create
a name and fame.

xperiences I made here in Leipzig I would hate to miss. Respect to all…There are writers that
around middle of month prefer only to eat toast with margarine to make sure they have cans.

onsidering how many young persons we may help to see a perspective/future for themselves. And
at same time shaping a “symbiosis” that also may reduce public damage. One aspect is sure: our
metal-sheets with graffiti-as-art will survive into the future. Art meant to be art and free. Out in
the streets it may be hard and difficult to be/feel free. So we should do all we can, to secure this
youth-specific form of expression, and invite it to come “inside” too. Otherwise it all may be gone
soon forever … and only remain on photos.

C

I could feel the energy, the power of those pieces. The aggression-reducing potential during legal
activities-I saw all that.

Prime importance is to create replacement-space

New York mayor Guiliani tried to prevent/erase graffiti via banning spray-can-sales to
Former
minors. Also tested at Los Angeles, a paradox experiment under name of “zero tolerance”.

S

ome even see graffiti/writing as a modern form of “visual terrorism”. And it all began 45 000 years
ago, in cave-art.
ue to its dynamics graffiti/writing always also sees another (kind of perpetual) Renaissance. The

Ddevelopment of technique to use spraycans helped to shape a real art of the 21.century.

Cities and societies should start rethinking matters or they might miss a chance,
to secure a piece of the own culture. This could invite graffiti-studies at
universities and end with a “Museum of Modern Graffiti”.

ity of Leipzig thinks, our “Park of Fame” created additional need and the street leading to our Park
may be heavily graffitied.
Just the opposite’s happening, the chances to work on the metal-sheets here. Even at large
events like “WRITE4GOLD” we see no increase of graffiti/writing around the “Park of Fame”. And we
had 200 writers and another 2000 guests.

C

Writing scene knows that repression’s increasing and destruction of their art can’t be
stopped.

W

hen I began to deal with graffiti/writing I contacted director of Leipzig’s HGB, Mr. Klaus Werner.
His view was graffiti being “close to art”, only at the “wrong places” and often “damage”.

e are eager about the “Kassel 2004- European Graffiti-Congress 2004” at city of Kassel,
initiated by graffiti-researcher Axel Thiel. Visitors from various countries will present material
about aspects of “prevention that works”. We will show our project “Park of Fame” offering
cooperation and help to communities.

W

project will be a multi-cultural one in Hungary and another in Vietnam, here “Park of Fame”
Next
will work “upside down”. These countries will offer alternative before an escalation about
graffiti/writing may happen here, too. Thus we have a chance to also study the preventive
potential, if any.
agree with Axel Thiel: if we did not have writers, we would be in need to invent them. They are the

ioptimal scapegoats and divert public attention from those problems that societies may be unable to

solve.
We hope to see a future where universities also teach “writing”(and all aspects related to that field).

Prime object is that in universities the painting with cans in subjects
started.

Axel Thiel citation:
“Park of Fame” once will act as the documentations centres and data banks for
societies, of importance just fort he facts this juvenile art suffers from “modern
iconoclasm“.

W
M

e should be glad to be a part of today’s young, expresses themselves via art and shows their
protest, aimed at the most delicate human organ: The eye. Now let’s have another look at
graffiti/writing-maybe just from another point of view.

uch has already been written about graffiti. No need to add much more. Graffiti/writing speaks
for itself. In the next volume we will futher report about the going-on, and present all photos
from the completed “Park of Fame”, along with other writing-documents.

Author:
Hans Lothar Köhl

Last words:

I do not invite illegal activities, but invite creative ways so “illegality” may
no longer be necessary.

